ART. 21]
EQUATION  OF THE THREE  MOMENTS.
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lies between A and E, provided x is then regarded as negative. Let y-L and ys be the altitudes of the points of support A and G above B.    The equation (8) becomes when x = 6 and so = — a 6K (y, - ftb) = (L, + 2L2) 6* + %wb* + Iff (6 - f ) (26 - f )
Eliminate /3 and we find
.(9).
Here w is the weight of a unit of length of the rod. If the spans AB, BO have unequal values of w, say w^ and w3, we write •| (t^a8 + wjf) for the fourth term on the right-hand side.
This important relation between the stress couples at any three successive points of support is usually called the equation of the three moments. By help of this equation, when the stress couples at two of the points of support are known, the stress couples at all the points may be found.
To find the shear at the point B of support, we take moments about either C or A. We then have
(10) (11)
which may also be derived from (2) by putting x — b and x = — a. The pressure Ez on the point of support may then be found by (3). If the point H at which the weight W is attached lie between A and B instead of B and (7, we reverse the positive direction of co. Let the distance BH = f7 measured positively from B towards A. The last term of (9) must then be replaced by
This may also be derived from the last term of (9) by writing — £' for f and — a for b.
20.    The equation of the three moments when written in the form (9) may be regarded as the relation between the ordinates y\, 2/s of any two points and the stress couples L1} L3 at those points. It may be used, for example, to find the deflection ys at the free end of a rod where i3= 0.
21.    If the rod rest on n points of support, the equation of the three moments supplies n — 2 equations connecting the n stress
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